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W7 <KM)1> say*. "There is tio 
\a/ good reason why the farm»
’ ™ • »l eastern Canada «hintId 

lint provide happy and priwja-mus 
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dent y<H>manry."
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and loafer» from choice around our stand point, was a 
cities, but far mere of thorn are such lent a» far a* it Itoea; but 
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dav Not only ia it so « ith mal but rebuff and still be able to d u I 
every other article used by Mi ma- nerve to return even a third tin,, 
joritv of the so-called loafers and more till he get» as»,stance 
idler» of our cities. ho £*• j* h“ b"t ",

This refers to unskilled labor, mipit*. when he haa to repeat th
Where is the money to come from to dose; two month» is the limit tb*
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speaks of. and how ia the one get- repaying some of it with interest
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thing and deprive myself of Ri-n I 
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Trade Increases Ihas to what male: 
of Separator you 
aregoingtoinstail?

It is a mighty 
serious business 
and a direct loss 
of hard-earned 
cash for you to 
get anything but 
the best.

You wouldn’t think of laying out your money on an old 
skate of a horse when you are in need of a driver.

Then why decrease the profits from your cows by buy
ing an imperfect, cheaply constructed Separator.

The possibilities of dissatisfaction is practically all done 
itli when you put in a
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The favorite everywhere U goes 
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The ease of running, ease of cleaning, simplicity, self
balancing bowl, interchangeable spindle point, low-down 
supply can, the general pleasing appearance, and the Perfect 
Skimming of the “SIMPLEX" make it the favorite every
where it goes. on theatres
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mind, dear, you'll grew to be a big boy yet, 
he wee't laugh at you.”

MISS CANADA:—“Never


